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Vitility is the supplier of products that make 
everyday life easier and more pleasant. The 
products are well thought-through, comfort-
able and have a smart design, so activities 
can be performed simply and independently.

For young and old as well as people with or  
without a medical disability, Vitility products can 
be used by a very wide target group, to make 
daily activities like cooking, eating and drinking, 
showering and practising a hobby easier. 

The Vitility range is divided into different  
lines. Each line has its own answer to our 
customers’ wishes and requirements. 

Alongside the basic collection, Vitility offers 
two additional collections. Specialized and 
Exclusive. These two collections are exclu-
sively available from selected dealers.

COLLECTIONS

This catalogue has been compiled with great 
care. It is however possible that assortment 
changes happen. It is possible that a product 
in this catalogue is not immediately ready 
for shipment. 

Images and colors may differ.
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The ‘Specialized’ line consists of products 
that help make life easier for people 
with a (chronic) disease and/or disability. 
These products are only available at shops 
that can provide you with the necessary 
 advice, such as medical specialist shops, 
home-care shops, pharmacies and care 
institutions.

The ‘Exclusive’ line consists of products 
that are more exclusive due to extra 
functionalities, a better design, more  
innovation and/or because they are 
linked to an app. The exclusive products  
are only available through Vitility’s  
preferred suppliers.
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Bed support steady  

By grabbing the bed support you have extra support for 
getting in and out of bed. The bed support also prevents 
from falling out of the bed. The bed support provides 
security in and around the bed. The bed support is 
easy to assemble.

80110020
92 - 114 cm
36.2 - 44.9 inch

87 - 106 cm
34.3 - 44.7 inch

3,6 kg
7.9 lbs

Contains 
1 piece

Bed rope ladder

The bed rope ladder ensures easy laying or sitting 
down in bed. The bed rope ladder consists of four 
grips which are made of inflexible plastic. The 
noose at the end of the bed rope ladder has to be 
fixed to the bottom of the bed. 

70110310
390 x 19,5 cm
153.5 x 7.7 inch

345 gr
12.2 oz. 

Contains
1 piece

Back rest

The back rest can be placed in any bed. The back rest 
allows you to sit up in bed. The back rest can be set to five 
different heights. The back rest can be folded completely 
flat, so it is easy to store, under the bed for example.

70110440
65 x 55 x 10 cm
25.6 x 21.7 x 3.9 inch 36,5° - 68° 113,4 kg

250 lbs
2,4 kg
5.3 lbs

Contains
1 piece
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Bed cradle  

The bed cradle is a metal frame that 
prevents the bed clothes from resting on the 
legs and feet. The bottom of the metal frame 
is slid between the mattress and the bed 
frame. The top of the metal frame supports 
the bed linens and covers. The frame is 
made up of two parts and can easily be 
stored or transported. The bed cradle can 
be used both at the sides and end of the bed.

Bed tray

The bed tray can be used to eat, read and write in bed. On the 
sides there is space to store books and magazines. The sides 
also feature handles, so the bed tray is easy to pick up. It has 
a raised edge to prevent things sliding off.

80110200
45 - 68 cm
17.7 - 26.7 inch

35 x 57 cm
13.7 x 22.4 inch

Contains
1 piece

70110430
59 x 30,5 x20,6 cm
23.2 x 12 x 8.1 inch

640 gr
22.6 oz.

Contains
1 piece
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70110670
58,5 - 83,5 cm
23 - 32.8 inch

63 x 40 cm
24.8 x 15.7 inch

5,6 kg
12,3 lbs

Contains
1 piece

Bed table adjustable and tiltable

The wheeled bed table is a practical and stable 
solution for working or eating breakfast in bed. 
The table has a tilting top with a fixed edge at 
the front and back to prevent things sliding off. 
As well as the tilting top, there is a fixed surface 
where smaller items can be placed. The table 
is wheeled, so it can easily be used in another 
location. The table height can be set, from 58,5 
cm up to 83,5 cm / 23 up to 32.8 inch.

Inflatable hair washbasin  

The hair washbasin has been designed to enable hair to be washed 
comfortably and easily in bed. The inflatable hair washbasin 
provides a safe fitted support for the head and protects the 
shoulders. The one meter long drainage hose has a safety stop 
that makes controlled emptying of the wash basin possible. 
The hair washbasin is light and compact, making it easy to transport.

80110140
71 x 61 x 15 cm
27.9 x 24 x 5.9 inch

Contains
1 piece
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Bath rails

The bath rail with a ribbed surface provides extra grip and prevents slipping. The bath rail provides 
support for people who have difficulty getting up from the toilet or getting in and out of the bath, etc. 
The rail can be attached to the wall at both ends using three screws.

60 cm / 23.6 inch45 cm / 17.7 inch30 cm / 11.8 inch

70110200 Bath rail 60 cm / 23.6 inch
60 cm
23.6 inch

120 kg
264 lbs

Contains
1 piece

70110190 Bath rail 45 cm / 17.7 inch
45 cm
17.7 inch

120 kg
264 lbs

Contains
1 piece

70110180 Bath rail 30 cm / 11.8 inch
30 cm
11.8 inch

120 kg
264 lbs

Contains
1 piece

 Tools required / 
 6 screws & plugs included

 No tools required

Bath safety rail

The bath rail provides extra support when getting in or out of 
bath. The bath rail fits most common sized baths and is easy 
to attach without the use of any tools. Rubber plugs prevent 
damage to the bathtub. 

70110500
8 x 15 x 42 cm
3.2 x 5.9 x 16.5 inch

136 kg
300 lbs

Contains
1 piece
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15 cm
 / 5.9 inch

24 cm
 / 9.4 inch

Quick mobile rail

The Quick mobile rail has been designed to provide support, for example when getting in 
and out of the shower. It has not been designed to carry the whole weight of the body. The 
Quick mobile rail can be attached and removed within a few seconds. Drilling holes 
or the use of screws is not necessary. The two powerful suction cups are 
pressed firmly onto a non-porous, sturdy surface, the vacuum handles are 
pushed down and the Quick mobile rail is fixed.

• Attachment without damage to the wall;
• For flexible use;
• For when travelling, on holiday or visiting relations;
• Perfect support for the user;
• The rail can be attached horizontally, vertically or diagonally.

If the indicator is red, the rail has been attached incorrectly.
If the indicator is green, the rail has been attached correctly.

 No tools required

70110520 Quick mobile rail large
49 cm
19.3 inch

60 kg
132.3 lbs

527 gr
18.6 oz.

Contains
1 piece

70110160 Quick mobile rail small
40 cm
15.7 inch

60 kg
132.3 lbs

567 gr
20 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Cannot be used on wood, hardboard, ribbed surfaces, mosaic tiles, tile seams 
or wallpaper. To be used exclusively on smooth, dry, fat-free surfaces.

80110080
72 cm
28.3 inch

125 kg
275 lbs

Contains
1 piece

Toilet support rail  

The support rail is designed to provide support to the 
user for more safety, confidence and independence in 
the bathroom and toilet. The support rail can be folded 
up and will remain in a vertical position. Toilet paper 
can be placed at the bath rail making it handy to use 
when on the toilet.

 Tools required / screws & plugs not included
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Shower sleeve arm children

Shower sleeves for children

Shower sleeves protect a cast or bandage while taking a shower. The elastic fastener 
ensures that water doesn‘t enter the sleeve. The sleeve is easy to put on unassisted. The 
sleeves are intended to use multiple times. It‘s not suitable for open or uncovered wounds 
or swimming.

Shower sleeve leg whole children

70110350 Shower sleeve arm children
55 cm
21.6 inch

Contains 
1 piece

70110620 Shower sleeve leg whole children
78 cm
30.7 inch

Contains 
1 piece

Bath step  

The bath step makes getting in and out of the bath easier  
and safer. The antislip surface prevents slipping.  
The rubber feet on the bottom ensure that the step  
does not slide away.

80110150
50 x 40 x 10 cm
19.7 x 15.7 x 3.9 inch

190 kg
418.8 lbs

Contains
1 piece
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Shower sleeve arm half

Shower sleeve arm whole

Shower sleeve leg whole

Shower sleeve leg half

70110790 Shower sleeve leg whole
103 cm
40.6 inch

Contains 
1 piece

70110780 Shower sleeve leg half
59 cm
23.2 inch

Contains 
1 piece

70110770 Shower sleeve arm whole
39 cm
15.4 inch

60 cm
23.6 inch

Contains 
1 piece

70110760 Shower sleeve arm half
54 cm
21.3 inch

Contains 
1 piece

Shower sleeves for adults

Bath & shower mat

The mat prevents one from slipping when getting in and 
out of the bath or shower. The bath mat provides better 
grip when in the bath. Because of the nubs on the upper 
side, it has an extra antislip effect. The bottom of the mat 
is completely covered in suction pads that prevent the 
mat from slipping during use. 

70110220 Shower mat
54 x 54 cm
21.3 x 21.3 inch

Contains
1 piece

70110210 Bath mat
40 x 70 cm
15.7 x 27.6 inch

Contains
1 piece

Shower mat

Bath mat
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70110510
Legs: 40 - 55 cm
Legs: 15.8 - 21.7 inch

36 cm
14.2 inch

150 kg
330.7 lbs

Contains
1 piece

Bath & shower stool

The bath and shower stool offers support and safety when 
taking a bath or shower. The bath stool has aluminium 
feet and a plastic seat. The seat has an antislip surface 
and holes that allow the water to run away. Antislip caps 
stop the stool from sliding.

Shower chair  

The shower chair has armrests to ensure that it is easy and 
safe to sit on and also provide more support when sitting down 
and getting up. The height can be adjusted to suit the user. In 
addition, the rubber coated seat allow the drainage of water and 
has a cut out for intimate personal hygiene.

80110210
43 - 53 cm
17 - 21 inch

Seat: 41 x 41,5 cm
Seat: 16.1 x 16.3 inch

Contains
1 piece

70110740
39 - 54 cm
15.4 - 21.3 inch

Seat: 30,5 x 30,5 cm
Seat: 12 x 12 inch

150 kg
330 lbs

Contains
1 piece

Bath / shower stool square adjustable

The bath and shower stool offers support and safety 
when taking a bath or shower. The bath stool has 
aluminium feet and a plastic seat. The seat has an non 
slip surface and a hole that allows the water to run away. 
Non slip caps stop the stool from sliding. It’s height can 
be adjusted without tools. 
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Bath & shower seats

The bath & shower seat offers support and 
safety when taking a bath or shower. The seat 
has aluminum legs and a plastic seat. The seat 
has a non slip topside and is provided with a 
hole which allow the drainage of water. Non slip 
caps prevent slipping of the seat. Vitility offers 
seats with and without a backrest.

70110750 Bath & shower seat
39 - 54 cm
15.4 - 21.3 inch

Seat: 50 x 30 cm
Seat: 19.7 x 11.8 inch

150 kg
330.7 lbs

Contains
1 piece

70110820 Bath & shower seat with backrest
39 - 54 cm
15.4 - 21.3 inch

Seat: 50 x 30 cm
Seat: 19.7 x 11.8 inch

150 kg
330.7 lbs

Contains
1 piece

Bath & shower seat with backrest

26 cm
10.2 inch

Bath & shower seat
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Bathtub seats

A specially designed bathtub seat can make it much 
easier and less tiring to use the bath. The seat has an 
aluminum frame and a plastic seat. The seat has a non 
slip topside and is provided with a hole which allow the 
drainage of water. Non slip caps prevent slipping of the 
seat. Vitility offers bathtub seats with and without a 
backrest.

Bathtub seat with backrest

Bathtub seat

70110810 Bathtub seat
67 - 77 cm
26.4 - 30.3 inch

18 cm
7.1 inch

Seat: 37 x 30 cm
Seat: 14.6 x 11.8 inch

120 kg
264 lbs

Contains
1 piece

70110830 Bathtub seat with backrest
67 - 77 cm
26.4 - 30.3 inch

32 cm
12.6 inch

Seat: 37 x 30 cm
Seat: 14.6 x 11.8 inch

120 kg
264 lbs

Contains
1 piece
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70110720
59 cm
23 inch

Contains
1 piece

Bath sponge bendable

The bath sponge with extended handle is designed to wash the entire body, including difficult to reach 
places such as the back. The soft sponge has a handle of 44,5 cm / 17,5 inch and is comfortable to use. 
When the handle is heated, it can be bent in a desired position.

Tube squeezer

The tube squeezer allows one to remove the contents of the tube easily 
and with the minimum amount of strength. The tube squeezer can easily 
be attached to the tube by sliding it over the end. By gradually moving 
the tube squeezer forward, it is no longer necessary to squeeze the 
tube itself. The last remaining contents of the tube can also be removed 
without too much effort.

70110070
9 x 4 x 1 cm
3.5 x 1.5 x 0.4 inch

20 gr
0.7 oz.

Contains 
2 pieces
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70110370 - Washing aid sponge

70110100
39,5 cm
15.6 inch

99 gr
3.4 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Comb

The ergonomical designed comb with extended handle ensures 
you can reach the back and top of the head without unnecessary 
straining the hand, arm or shoulder. The antislip handle 
provides extra grip.

70110110
39,5 cm
15.6 inch

122 gr
4.3 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Brush

The ergonomical designed brush with extended handle ensures you can 
reach the back and top of the head without unnecessary straining the 
hand, arm or shoulder. The antislip handle provides extra grip.

Washing aid

The ergonomical designed washing aid with extended handle helps  
you to easily apply showergel. The extended handle ensures you can 
reach difficult places on your body, for example to wash the back,  
the lower legs or the feet. The sponge can be replaced.  
The antislip handle provides extra grip.

70110120
39,5 cm
15.6 inch

128 gr
4.5 oz.

Contains
1 piece
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70110380
Lotion applicator sponges

Lotion applicator Dalton

The applicator helps you to easily rub your body with body lotion or wash with 
shower gel. Fill the head with lotion or shower gel and let the 19 rotating balls 
massage the muscles while the lotion is divided over the body. The extended 
handle ensures you can reach difficult places on your body, for example to wash 
the back, the lower legs or the feet. The handle can be removed, so the arms 
and legs can be massaged with more strength, without getting greasy hands. 
Suitable for people with a limited arm or shoulder function.

Lotion applicator

The ergonomical designed lotion applicator with extended handle helps 
you to easily apply (alcohol free) body lotion, medical lotion or sun cream. 
The extended handle ensures you can reach difficult places on your body, 
for example to wash the back, the lower legs or the feet. The sponge can 
be replaced. The antislip handle provides extra grip.

70110130
40 cm
15.7 inch

108 gr
3.8 oz.

Contains
1 piece

70110730
44 cm
17.3 inch

150 gr
5.3 oz.

Contains
1 piece
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Nail scissors XL

The nail scissors XL are suitable for people who have difficulty 
reaching their toes. The nail scissors extended handle has an 
enlarged opening that allows the middle finger, ring finger and 
little finger to make the actual cutting movement. The index 
finger is placed next to the enlarged opening functioning as a 
support and the thumb is placed in the other smaller opening. 
This ensures good control during cutting.

70110080
20,7 cm
8.2 inch

48 gr
1.7 oz.

Contains 
1 piece

70110570
22 cm
8.7 inch

90 gr
3.2 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Foot rasp with file

Calluses can be removed using the file and foot rasp. The extended antislip 
handle and curved design make removal easy, even in places that are 
difficult to reach. For best results, the rasp should be used on dry 
skin. Use the rasp first with the rough side to remove the callus. 
Then use the fine side for a soft and smooth finish. If you have 
diabetes or blood-circulation problems, a doctor should 
always be consulted before use.

Nail file

The nail file has an antislip handle that provides better grip. The file has a 
rough and fine side to care for your nails.

70110580
22 cm
7.8 inch

15 gr
0.5 oz.

Contains 
1 piece
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Nail cutter

This nail cutter is suitable for people with decreased strength in 
their hands or for people who have not enough muscle control. 
The nail cutter has a large plastic handle, mounted on a antislip 
base. These suction cups assure that while being used, the cutter 
stays in place. The plastic handle is attached to the stainless 
steel cutter, which simplifies cutting nails. The cutter has bended 
cutting blades and a foldable file.

70110560
10 x 6 cm
3.9 x 2.3 inch

Contains 
1 piece

Nail brush steady

This clever nail brush has suction cups on the 
bottom, which ensures that the brush remains in 
place while in use.

70110140
9 x 4 cm
3.5 x 1.5 inch

33 gr
1.2 oz

Contains 
1 piece

Nail file steady

The nail file makes it easy to file nails, with less effort 
needed. It has suction cups on the bottom, so the nail 
file remains in place while in use.

70110150
9 x 4 cm
3.5 x 1.5 inch

30 gr
1.1 oz

Contains 
1 piece
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Nail nipper

The nipper has a spring system that causes it to 
automatically reopen when no further pressure is 
exerted. This improves control of clipping and no 
force is required to open the nipper. The antislip 
handles ensure good grip whilst clipping.

70110590
10,5 cm
4.1 inch

51 gr
1.8 oz.

Contains 
1 piece

Nail clipper

The nail clipper has a handle with a spring system 
that causes it to automatically reopen after clipping. 
This improves control of clipping and means no force 
is required to open the clippers. The antislip handle 
ensures a good grip whilst clipping.

70110600
9 x 2 x 2 cm
3.5 x 0.8 x 0.8 inch

51 gr
1.8 oz.

Contains 
1 piece

Lifting aid steel  

With this lifting aid, it’s easy to sit or stand when using 
the toilet. The height of the lifting aid can be set and it 
has padded arm rests for comfort and support.

80110100
71 - 83 cm
28 - 32.7 inch

51 - 56 cm
20.1 - 22.1 inch

190 kg
418.9 lbs

8 kg
17.6 lbs

Contains
1 piece
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Toilet seat raiser with lid

The toilet seat raiser with lid can be installed simply and securely 
on almost any toilet, and removed again. The toilet seat raiser 
increases the height of the toilet, making sitting down and standing 
up again easier. The seat raiser is easy to clean. The lid is also easy 
to remove if necessary. The openings this leaves in the seat raiser 
can be covered using caps delivered with the product.

70110530
10 cm
4 inch

220 kg
485 lbs

Contains 
1 piece

Toilet seat raiser soft  

The toilet seat is made of soft material so that people with painful 
joints can sit down and get up easier from the toilet. The soft seat 
provides additional comfort during extended use of the toilet. 
Also, the toilet seat provides a higher sitting. The toilet seat fits 
every toilet and is easy to attach to the seat of the toilet by the four 
Velcro closures. The cover is removable and can be washed to a 
temperature of 30 °C wash.

80110010
40 x 35 x10 cm
15.6 x 13.8 x 3.9 inch

340 gr
12 oz.

Contains 
1 piece
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4 cm / 1.5 inch

9 cm / 3.5 inch

Urine cup

The urine cup has a handle to hygienically collect 
the urine. The cup has a label to write down 
personal information, a screw lid and volume 
indication from 20 to 100 ml / 0.7 to 3.4 fl. oz. 

70110540
100 ml
3.4 fl.oz.

20 gr
0.7 oz.

Contains 
1 piece

Bedpan with lid  

The bedpan can be used for the toileting of 
a bedridden patiënt. The sloping front and 
the handle at the back of the bedpan make it 
comfortable and easy to use.

80110120
3 ltr
101.4 fl.oz.

42 x 28,5 cm
16.5 x 11.2 inch

140 kg
308.6 lbs

Contains 
1 piece
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Urinal women Urinal men
70110270 Urinal women

1 ltr
33.8 fl.oz.

90 gr
3.2 oz.

Contains
1 piece

70110260 Urinal men
1 ltr
33.8 fl.oz.

102 gr
3.6 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Dishwasher proof / usuable for autoclave

Urinal men/women

Our urinals have a sturdy grip for easy handling, and 
are made from durable plastic. Our female urinals are 
anatomically shaped. The urinals can be cleaned with 
an autoclave. 

Urinal holder

The holder can be hung on the side of the bed, enabling the urinal to be 
placed in it before and after use. The urinal holder is supplied without the 
urinal.

70110290
43 cm
16.9 inch

54 gr
1.9 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Urinal brush

The urinal brush can be used to clean the inside of both male 
and female urinals thoroughly and hygienically.

70110280
32 cm
12.6 inch

315 gr
11 oz.

Contains
1 piece
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Shoehorn flexible

Shoehorn extra longShoehorn flexible

By using the shoehorn you can easily put your 
shoes on. Because of the length of the shoehorn 
you don’t have to bend over. When you want to put 
your shoe on you put the shoehorn between your 
heel and foot first. After that you can easily put 
your foot in or out of the shoe. 

70110710 Shoehorn extra long
79 cm
31.1 inch

Contains
1 piece

70110010 Shoehorn flexible
60 cm
24 inch

Contains
1 piece
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70110610
44 x 14,5 x 9,5 cm
17.3 x 5.7 x 3.7 inch

Contains 
1 piece

Sock aid

The plastic sock aid is suitable for putting on socks and knee 
socks. Place the sock or knee sock easily over the aid. Put 
the toes in the hole and pull the sock aid up. At the same 

time the sock will be pulled over the foot. The aid is only 
suitable for people who can reach their own calf with 

their hands. 

70110630
30 x 11 cm
11.8 x 4.3 inch

164 gr
5.8 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Shoe remover

The shoe remover allows you to remove shoes and boots (without zips) 
without needing to bend over. The heel of the shoe or boot is clamped into 
the remover. You then stand on the remover with your other foot. The shoe 
or boot is removed by lifting the foot. The shoe remover is also useful when 
removing dirty shoes or boots, so that your hands don’t get dirty.
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Button aid

With the button aid it becomes easier to button clothes with the 
use of only one hand. The comfortable handle of the button aid 
is thickened (Ø 3,5 cm / 1,4 inch) and made of soft material.

70110050
18 cm
7.1 inch

3,5 cm
1.4 inch

72 gr
2.5 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Shoelaces elastic

The elastic laces make it possible to put on, or take off shoes independently 
without having to bend over. The elastic laces have to be tied only once, then the 
shoe with laces becomes a loafer. 

Shoelaces lock

The shoelaces lock is a small plastic lock placed on a 
shoelace. It ensures that the laces stay in place.

70110020 Shoelaces elastic black  
70110030 Shoelaces elastic brown  
70110420 Shoelaces elastic sport

60 cm
23.6 inch

Sport: 76 cm
Sport: 29.9 inch

Contains
2 pairs

70110460  
3 gr
0.1 oz.

Contains
2 pairs
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Dressing stick foam  

The dressing stick makes it easy to take jackets 
and pants on and off and helps with taking on 
socks without bending over. The dressing stick is 
provided with a multifunctional hook and thickened 
comfortable foam grip. The other side can also be 
used as a shoehorn.

80110050
61 cm
24 inch

115 gr
4.1 oz.

Contains  
1 piece

Dressing stick wood

The dressing stick is ideal for people who have a problem with 
dressing, due to reduced arm or hand function. It provides more 
range that is required to dress. The dressing stick simplifies 
putting jackets and jeans on and off, and you can take off your socks 
without bending over. The dressing stick has a wooden handle with 
a multifunctional hook and a zipper pull on the other end.

70110320
68,5 cm
27 inch

Contains 
1 piece

70110060
2,5 cm
1 inch

7,5 gr
0.3 oz.

Contains
3 pieces

Pull ring

The pull ring makes it easy to dress and undress, 
because the zippers can be held better. The ring fits all 
kinds of zippers.
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Kitchen & Dining



70210010
250 ml
8.5 fl.oz.

50 gr
1.8 oz.

Contains 
1 cup + 2 lids

Cup transparent

Two drinking spouts are included with the cup. The spout 
with the small opening is designed for drinking thin liquids. 
The spout with the large opening is designed for drinking 
thicker liquids.

Cup holder

The cup holder has two large handles that make it 
possible to hold the cup in the correct position whilst 
drinking. Suitable for the cup transparent.

70210020

Usable with Cup transparent - 70210010

5,8 cm
2.3 inch

55 gr
1.9 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Dishwasher safe Microwave proof

Dishwasher safe Microwave proof

Cup Nightwatch  

Cup Nightwatch is ideal for usage at night, because it glows 
in the dark. The cup is being charged through daylight and 
will glow during the night. The cup has a thermo function 
and keeps your drinks at the right temperature.

80210470
200 ml
6.8 fl.oz.

132 gr
4.7 oz.

Dishwasher safe Microwave proof
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Cup Sure-Grip 

Because of the ergonomic design the cup is 
easy to hold. The relief of the cup provides 
better grip and comfort, so it cannot slip away. 
Suitable for cold and hot drinks.

80210130 grey 80210140 transparant 80210150 pink 80210160 blue 
80210170 orange 80210180 purple 80210190 green 80210200 yellow

200 ml
6.7 fl. oz.

58 gr
2 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Dishwasher safe Microwave proof Not suitable for children aged 0-3

80210210 small  80210220 large  80210230 temp
Small spout:
6,5 mm / 0.3 inch

Large spout:
10 mm / 0.4 inch

Temp spout:
6,5 mm / 0.3 inch

Contains 
1 piece

Dishwasher safe Microwave proof

Lid Sure-Grip  

This especially designed drinking lid is a perfect 
fit for the Sure-Grip mug. The valve in the lid 
prevents leakage if the cup is tipped over. You 
can comfortably drink laying down. The spout 
with the large opening is designed for drinking 
thicker liquids.

Lid Sure-Grip small

Lid Sure-Grip large

Lid Sure-Grip temp

80210240
60 mm
2.4 inch

19 gr
0.7 oz.

Contains 
1 piece

Handle Sure-Grip  

The handle for the Cup Sure-Grip makes it easier to hold 
the cup. The handle is easy to attach.
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80210260 4 mm  80210270 8 mm
200 ml
6.8 fl.oz.

28 gr
1 oz.

Contains
1 piece

4 mm

8 mm

Dishwasher safe Not microwave proof

Cup Knick  

The Cup Knick has a spout with a small opening that can be 
adjusted. This means that the user can adjust the spout for 
use whilst seated or lying down. When the spout is straight, 
the cup is suitable for use whilst seated. When the cup is 
slanted, it is suitable for use whilst lying down. Available 
with a diameter of 4 mm for thin liquids and 8 mm for  
thicker liquids.

Cup Novo  

The cup makes it possible to drink in a laying position. 
The quantity of liquid that comes out of the cup is 
regulated by sucking on the mouthpiece. For use
with hot and cold liquids.

80210280
250 ml
8.5 fl.oz.

36 gr
1.3 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Dishwasher safe Microwave proof

Straw Dasia  

Straws are suitable for cup Novo. These short and sturdy 
straws are designed for use with hot and cold liquids.  

80210300
93 mm
3.7 inch

5 mm
0.2 inch

Contains
10 pieces

Suitable for 80210280 - Cup Novo
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Cup Handy 

The cup makes it possible to drink while 
laying down. The amount of fluid that 
comes out of the cup can be regulated 
by sucking on the mouthpiece. Can be 
used for hot and cold liquids.

Cup Nosey  

The cup with an opening for the nose is ideal for people 
who have restricted neck and head movement due to, 
for example, arthritis or whiplash. The cup is designed 
to enable the user to drink using little to no shoulder or 
head/neck movements.

80210310
237 ml
8 fl.oz.

Contains
1 piece

Dishwasher safe Microwave proof

80210320 green  80210330 blue  80210340 red  80210350 transparent*
237 ml
8 fl.oz.

Spout 5 mm
Spout 0.2 inch

Contains
1 piece

Dishwasher safe up to 65ºC *Content measurements

Straw holder

For people who are unable to hold or drink from 
a glass, this clip-on device eliminates the need to 
hold the straw. Mounts onto the edge of any glass 
or cup to keep a drinking straw in position.

70210290
6 mm
0.2 inch

Contains
5 pieces
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Cup Kennedy  

The cup has a large handle which makes it easy to hold. 
The antileak cup will not leak if there is an accident or 
even if is held upside down. You can only drink by sucking 
on the straw. For use with hot and cold liquids.

80210290
207 ml
7 fl.oz.

36 gr
1.3 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Dishwasher safe Microwave proof

Opener multi cap

With the antislip opener less strength is necessary 
for opening and closing caps or lids in different sizes. 
Because of the flexible and firm rubber the antislip 
opener is very easy to use.

70210080
3,5 / 2,5 / 5,5 cm
1.4 / 1 / 2.2 inch

117 gr
4.1 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Not dishwasher safe

Straw one-way  

These straws have one-way valves which stay filled with fluid, 
even after removing the straw from a user´s lips. This feature 
eliminates the possibility of sucking in too much air while 
drinking. The clip-on straw hooks onto the side of a glass 
or cup to prevent the straw from falling out. 

80210370
17 / 25 cm
6.7 / 9.8 inch

Contains
2 pieces

Not dishwasher safe Not microwave proof
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Opener 5-in-1

The opener 5-in-1 can be used to simply and 
with less effort open cans, bottles and jars. The 
opener is suitable for twist cups, clip openings 
from cans and crown caps. The opener has an 
ergonomic handle for better grip.

70210190
15 x 6 x 3 cm
5.9 x 2.3 x 1.2 inch

Contains
1 piece

Dishwasher safe

Can opener

With the can opener less strength is necessary for opening lids 
in different sizes. Because of the flexible and firm rubber the 
can opener is very easy to use.

70210110
16 cm
6.3 inch

55 gr
1.9 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Dishwasher safe

Opener 3-in-1

The opener can easily be used to open cans and bottles with little 
force. The opener is suitable for twist caps, ring pulls on cans and 
bottle tops. The opener has an ergonomic handle that provides 
better grip.

70210100
2,5 - 3 cm
1 - 1.2 inch

Contains
1 piece

Not dishwasher safe
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Antislip set opener bottle & jar, coaster

With the aid of the two openers in the antislip set 
less effort is needed to open or close jars up to 
10 cm / 3.9 inch. The set also contains one antislip 
coaster. The material is very flexible, gives a 
comfortabe grip and does not slip during use.

Dishwasher safe

70210360
Opener bottle: 6,6 cm
Opener bottle: 2.6 inch

Opener jar: 12 cm
Opener jar: 4.7 inch

Antislip coaster: 12,5 cm
Antislip coaster: 4.9 inch

Contains
3 pieces

Antislip bottle opener

With the help of the antislip bottle opener, 
lids with a diameter up to 5 cm, such as 
medicine pots or bottle caps, can be opened 
and closed with less force. The opener is 
extremely flexible, handy, fits comfortably in 
the hand and provides more grip.

Dishwasher safe

70210390 black 70210400 red 70210410 blue
6,6 cm
2.6 inch

Contains
1 piece

Dishwasher safe

Antislip jar opener

With the aid of the antislip jar opener, less effort is 
needed to open or close jars up to 10 cm in diameter. 
The opener is very flexible and handy. The opener  
has a comfortable grip and does not slip during use.

70210380
12 cm
4.7 inch

Contains
1 piece
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Cutlery clips  

The fork and spoon are designed for users with limited hand 
function. They have plastic handles with an extension loop that 
clips over the back of the user’s hand holding the cutlery firmly 
in place. The handles are flexible and can be customised to suit 
the users grip.

70210320
19,6 x 9,6 x 1,5 cm
7.7 x 3.7 x 0.6 inch

Contains
1 piece

Multi opener Handy

The multi opener makes it easy to open bottles, jars and tins 
with a tab without having to use much strength. The opener 
has a comfortable handle that ensures extra grip. 

Dishwasher safe

80210070 Cutlery clip fork
80210080 Cutlery clip spoon

One size
One size

102 gr
3.6 oz.

70210300
18,5 x 6 x 6,5 cm
7.3 x 2.4 x 2.6 inch

174 gr
6.1 oz.

Contains
1 piece

EasySqueezey hand cloth press 

The ‘EasySqueezey’ is a handy tool for wringing out 
cloths. Little force is required to press all the water 
out of a cloth. It is a practical and compact tool that is 
easy to place in the sink and remove again.
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Vegetable knife ergonomic

Bread knife ergonomic

Meat knife ergonomic

Dishwasher safe

Kitchen knives

All Vitility’s kitchen knives have angled grip so minimum 
effort is needed to get the job done. The angled grip holds 
the hand, wrist and arm in a natural (anatomical) position 
which prevents excessive effort of the wrist, related pain 
and/or inflammation. Although the knives are made of 
stainless steel, they are lightweight. The handle feels 
comfortable and has an antislip layer.

70210140 Meat knife ergonomic
26 cm
10.2 inch

165 gr
5.8 oz.

Contains
1 piece

70210120 Vegetable knife ergonomic
23 cm
9.1 inch

132 gr
4.7 oz.

Contains
1 piece

70210150 Knife / fork ergonomic
17,5 cm
6.9 inch

115 gr
4.1 oz.

Contains
1 piece

70210130 Bread knife ergonomic
26,3 cm
10.4 inch

151 gr
5.3 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Knife / fork ergonomic
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Peeler ergonomic

The peeler has a rotatable blade, so only the minimum 
movement of the wrist or elbow is needed. The handle is 
comfortable to hold and has an antislip layer.

70210170
15,5 cm
6.1 inch

84 gr
3 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Dishwasher safe

Dishwasher safe

70210160
15,5 cm
6.1 inch

135 gr
4.8 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Cheese slicer ergonomic

The cheese slicer has an angled handle so a minimum of 
effort is needed. The angled handle of the cheese slicer 
keeps the hand, wrist and arm in a natural (anatomic) 
position. This prevents too much pressure and strain on the 
wrist and pain and/or inflammation connected with this.

70210180
22,3 x 22,3 x 4,2 cm
8.8 x 8.8 x 1.6 inch

137 gr
4.8 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Chopping board steady

The chopping board has two inclined corners with vertical pins, and 
comes with an antislip cutting surface. This makes it possible to 
prepare and cut sandwiches with only one hand, and ensures that the 
bread does not slip. The front of the chopping board can be placed 
over the table or counter top edge, so it doesn’t move when used. The 
bottom of the board has antislip caps to provide even more stability. 

Dishwasher safe up to 65ºC
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Slicing aid

With this handy cutting aid, oval-shaped foods such as 
tomatoes, kiwis and eggs can be cut very easily and safely 
into equal slices. You clamp the chosen product between 
the comb-shaped holder and cut through the openings with 
a sharp knife to slice. This offers you more grip and makes 
it more difficult to cut your fingers or hands.

70210250
18 cm
7.1 inch

60 gr
2.1 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Vegetable brush

Practical and safe brush. Simply slip the vegetable 
brush over your finger. This allows you to relax your 
hand while brushing vegetables.

70210440
53 gr
1.9 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Not dishwasher safe

Peeler

Practical and safe peeler. Simply slip the peeler over 
your finger. This allows you to relax your hand while 
peeling vegetables.

70210230
22 gr
0.8 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Not dishwasher safe
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Multi purpose scissors

The multi purpose scissors can be used for various jobs 
thanks to the strong blades. The scissors can be used to cut 
paper, plastic, chicken, spareribs and to crack nuts. 
The blades can also be used separately as a bottle opener and 
screwdriver. The scissors are supplied in a strong magnetic 
cover, making them easy to store.

Dishwasher safe

70210340
24 x 9 x 1,3 cm
9.4 x 3.5 x 5.1 inch

Contains
1 piece

Scissors multi blades

Chopping is very easy using the scissors with five 
chopping blades. The five stainless steel blades easily 
chop through materials like paper. But the scissors can 
also be used to chop herbs for food and garnishes, for 
example. The large handles ensure that the scissors fit 
comfortably in the hand and are easy to hold.

Scissors vegetables & herbs

These scissors can be used to easily cut vegetables and herbs. 
The vegetable and herb scissors are a knife and chopping board 
in one. The vegetables or herbs are placed between the scissors 
and chopping board and the user then squeezes the handles. This 
allows vegetables and herbs to be chopped easily. The ergonomic 
handles have soft rubber grips for comfortable use. The robust 
handles open automatically after chopping thanks to the spring.

70210330
12 cm
4.7 inch

200 gr
7.1 oz.

Contains
1 piece

70210450
25 cm
9.8 inch

Contains
1 piece
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Bib Navara 

The bib stops food from being spilled 
on clothing during meals. The fastener 
at the back makes the bib suitable for 
anybody to use.

80210100
90 x 45 cm
35.4 x 17.7 inch

Contains
1 piece

Bib holder  

The bib holder can be used to keep 
a bib in place.

80210110
15 cm
5.9 inch

Contains
2 pieces

70210090
16 cm
6.3 inch

90 gr
3.2 oz.

Contains
2 pieces

Opener blister

The opener can be used to open blister packs. The sharp knife 
cuts through boxes and blister packs effortlessly. There is a 
button on the back that allows the knife to slide in and out at 
the push of a button. The opener is safe to use because the 
knife only comes out a little, so it is almost impossible for 
users to cut themselves.

Pocket knife included
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Plate with high rim

The plate has a protruding rim which prevents food from 
slipping of the plate. The rim facilitates independent eating 
and limits mess. You move the spoon or fork towards the 
back of the plate and use the protruding edge to work the 
food onto the spoon or fork. The plate has wider corners, 
which makes it easier to grab the plate.

70210070
25 cm
9.8 inch

212 gr
7.5 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Depth: 2 cm / 0.8 inch

Cutlery

This cutlery has a soft ergonomically shaped handle, which combined with the structure of the 
material, ensures a comfortable grip. The fork, spoon and teaspoon can be used straight or adjusted 
to personal needs; this can be done a few times.

Dishwasher safe

70210030 Teaspoon bendable
19,2 cm
7.6 inch

97 gr
3.4 oz.

Contains
1 piece

70210050 Spoon bendable
20,6 cm
8.1 inch

110 gr
3.9 oz.

Contains
1 piece

70210040 Fork bendable
20,8 cm
8.2 inch

94 gr
3.3 oz.

Contains
1 piece

70210060 Knife ergonomic
22 cm
8.7 inch

97 gr
3.4 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Dishwasher safe Microwave proof
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Plate = Microwave proof

Alzheimer kit  

The Alzheimers kit consists of a red plate with raised edge and 
antislip base, a red eggcup with suction cup, a red drinking cup 
with spout (contains 250 ml), a red cutlery set (fork, spoon and 
knife) and a yellow antislip mat (40 x 30 cm).

Plate Cup
23,5 cm
9.3 inch

179 gr
6.3 oz.

250 ml
6.8 fl.oz.

6 cm
2.4  inch

39 gr
1.4 oz.

80210120 Cutlery Egg holder Anti-slip mat
432 gr.
15.2 oz.

90 gr
3.2 oz.

5 cm
1.9 inch

47 gr
1.6 oz.

77 gr
2.7 oz.

Dishwasher safe

4 pcs Dinner set eating made easy

Plate and utensils are suitable for people with reduced range of motion such as arthritis or upper 
extremity weakness. These stainless steel utensils feature comfort grip handles for people with a 
weak grip, arthritis or other hand limitations. This set includes a plate, knife, bendable spoon and fork.

Plate with high rim Knife ergonomic
25 cm
9.8 inch

212 gr
7.5 oz.

22 cm
8.7 inch

97 gr 
3.4 oz.

70210350 Fork bendable Spoon bendable
513 gr
18.1 oz.

20,8 cm
8.2 inch

94 gr
3.3 oz.

20,6 cm
8.1 inch

110 gr
3.9 oz.
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Cutlery ergonomic  

This cutlery has a ergonomically shaped handle, 
which combined with the structure of the material, 
ensures a comfortable grip. The specially formed 
knife makes it easy to chop food without using 
much effort.

80210440 Knife                 80210450 Fork               80210460 Spoon
19,2 cm
7.5 inch

46 gr
1.6 oz.

18 cm
7 inch

43 gr
1.5 oz.

18,2 cm
7.1 inch

51 gr
1.8 oz.

Dishwasher safe

Cutlery curved  

This cutlery has a ergonomically shaped handle, which combined with the structure of the material, 
ensures a comfortable grip. The specially formed knife makes it easy to chop food without using 
much effort.

Dishwasher safe

80210390 Knife curved
9,7 x 13,6 cm
3.8 x 5.3 inch

49 gr
1.7 oz.

Contains
1 piece

80210400 Fork curved left
18,2 cm
7.1 inch

51 gr
1.8 oz.

Contains
1 piece

80210420 Spoon curved left
18,8 cm
7.4 inch

49 gr
1.7 oz.

Contains
1 piece

80210410 Fork curved right
19,2 cm
7.5 inch

46 gr
1.6 oz.

Contains
1 piece

80210430 Spoon curved right
18,8 cm
7.4 inch

49 gr
1.7 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Spoon curved leftFork curved leftKnife curved Spoon curved rightFork curved right
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Plate handle

An innovative product for carrying (hot) plates. With the plate 
handle, it’s easy to pick up and put down plates without burning 
your fingers. Ideal for removing plates from the microwave 
and placing them on the table or kitchen counter. Thanks to the 
unique design, hardly any strength is required. Can be used on 
plates with rims up to 8 mm /0.3 inches deep. Not suitable for 
removing plates from the oven, as these plates are often too hot.

70210210
19,5 x 9,5 x 3,5 cm
7.7 x 3.7 x 1.4 inch

93 gr
3.3 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Warming plate

By filling the reservoir under the plate with hot water, 
food stays hot longer. The water can be poured into the 
reservoir using a small funnel. The water poured into 
the reservoir must not be boiling. Supplied with lid.

Plate rim

The plate rim can be attached around a normal plate. 
This creates a vertical rim, allowing food to be pushed 
onto cutlery more easily and reducing spillages. It is also 
possible to eat using only one hand with the plate rim.

70210270
20 cm
7.9 inch

361 gr
12.7 oz.

Contains
1 piece

70210280
20 / 27 cm
7.9 / 10.6 inch

30 gr
1.1 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Dishwasher safe till 65º C / 149º F
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10 cm / 4
 inch

3 cm
 / 1

.2 in
ch

10 cm / 4 inch

3 cm / 1.2 inch

10 cm

3 cm

10 cm

3 cm

Furniture raiser

The furniture raiser is especially designed 
to raise furniture or a bed so that getting 
in and out becomes easier. The raisers will 
be delivered in a set of four. The raisers 
are equipped with an antislip surface. The 
furniture raiser small raises the furniture 
or bed with 7 cm / 2.7 inch. The furniture 
raiser large raises the furniture or bed 
with 22 cm / 8.6 inch.

70310030 Furniture raiser large
22 x 22 x 25,5 cm
8.7 x 8.7 x 10 inch

150 kg
330.7 lbs

525 gr
18.5 oz.

Contains
4 pieces

70310010 Furniture raiser small
15,5 x 15,5 x 10 cm
6.1 x 6.1 x 4 inch

150 kg
330.7 lbs

178 gr
6.3 oz.

Contains
4 pieces
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Knob turner  

The knob turner gives better grip to turn knobs. Place the 
knob turner on a twist knob, on the oven for example, a tap 
or a cupboard. When the turner is pushed onto the object, 
the flexible pins in the knob turner fix around the knob, 
key or switch. The comfortable handle provides extra 
force. Suitable for knobs with a diameter up to 3.2 cm.

80310010
10 x 5,5 x 9,5 cm
3.9 x 2.2 x 3.7 inch

121 gr
4.3 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Non-slip strips  

The non-slip strips has non-slip sides that ensures good grip. The other side is self-adhesive. 
The strip can be attached to e.g. cups, handles, pens, or the wheel of the car.

80310030
40 x 3 cm
15.8 x 1.2 inch

11 gr a piece
0.4 oz. a piece

Contains
3 pieces
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Key turner

The key turner makes it easy for people with limited hand dexterity or arthritis to manipulate 
keys with ease. This handle allows users to grasp the holder with their full hand and provides 
added leverage for turning keys. The key turner can hold up to three keys.

70310020
12 cm
4.7 inch

53 gr
1.9 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Suitable for 3 keys. Keys can only be attached if they have a round opening.

Thread guide  

The thread guide makes it easy  and quick to insert a 
thread through a needle.

80310020
7,5 x 5,5 x 6 cm
2.9 x 2.1 x 2.3 inch
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80410050
2,5 cm
1 inch

14 gr
0.5 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Ring pen  

Using this pen means less strength is required when 
writing. The ring pen is worn on the index finger. As the 
centre of gravity and support point are in line, writing 
requires minimal additional force.

Rheumatic Pen  

The pen is designed with an angled thumb grip and 
prevents the over stretching of the index finger and 
pressure points that occur in the folds of the thumb. 
In this way less pressure has to be applied to the pen.

Pen Again  

Using this pen means less strength is required when writing. 
The Pen again has an ergonomic design and is refillable. For 
better writing, one finger is placed in the U-shape. For the 
correct position of the fingers, the other fingers and thumb are 
placed in the pen’s three recesses. It is suitable for right and 
left-handed use. This pen can also be held in the mouth.

80410060
1,5 cm
0.6 inch

25 gr
0.9 oz.

Contains
1 piece

80410070
2,5 cm
1 inch

Contains
1 piece + 2 refills
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Pen thickener small  

These soft, plastic, bulb shaped grips slip onto any standard size 
pen or pencil. The Pen thickener provides increased control and 
maneuverability while writing.

Pen thickener medium  

These soft, plastic, bulb shaped grips slip onto any standard size 
pen or pencil. The Pen thickener provides increased control and 
maneuverability while writing.

80410080
7 mm
0.3 inch

Contains
5 pieces

80410090
5 mm
0.2 inch

Contains
3 pieces

Pengrip triangular

These soft, plastic, bulb shaped grips slip onto 
any standard size pen or pencil. The pen grip 
provides increased control and maneuverability 
while writing.

70410250
7 mm
0.3 inch

Contains
3 pieces
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70410030
5 cm
2 inch

30 gr
1.1 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Magnifier pocket

A round shaped magnifier for reading small prints. 
With the cord the magnifier can be carried around 
the neck easily. This way you always have the 
magnifier at hand.

70410260
31 x 24,5 x 8 cm
12.2 x 9.6 x 3.1 inch

406 gr
14.3 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Foamgrips 8 pcs

The foam grips can be used to thicken any type 
of handle, such as pens, pencils, cutlery or 
toothbrushes, making it easier to hold the object. 
Available in one length of 12 cm / 4.7 inch, with 
various inside measurements.

70410240
12 cm
4.7 inch

3x25 / 3x28 / 2x30 mm 
3x1 / 3x1.1 / 2x1.2 inch

7 / 10 / 20 mm 
0.3 / 0.4 / 0.8 inch

Contains
8 pieces

Book stand

The book stand can be used both vertically and 
horizontally due to the flexible swiveling mechanism. 
Two adjustable clamps enable you to put a single sheet 
as well as a thick book on the stand. The stand can be 
folded for storage, thus making it easy to take along.
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Batteries not included

Magnifier handsfree  

The magnifier hangs on a cord around your neck, which 
means it does not need to be held. It is ideal for reading or 
hand work. The magnifier has a light, to improve visibility. 

80410010
10 cm
3.9 inch

165 gr
5.8 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Batteries not included

Magnifier angular

A rectangular shaped magnifier that can be used to read 
small texts. The handle makes the magnifier easy to hold. 
Because the magnifier is so compact, it is easy to take 
along in a handbag.

80410020
13 cm
5.1 inch

217 gr
7.7 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Magnifier classic  

A round shaped magnifier for reading small prints.
The magnifier has a light, which improves your 
reading.

70410040
9 x 5,5 cm
3.5 x 2.2 inch

97 gr
3.4 oz.

Contains
1 piece
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Magnifier XS

The small magnifier is easy to take with you in a 
bag or wallet.

70410300
85 x 55 mm
3.3 x 2.1 inch

Contains
1 piece

Playing cards + Playing cards holder

This deck of cards features extra large symbols making the cards easy to read.
Suitable for left and right handed players. The package includes 2 decks, blue and red. 

The playing cards holder allow easy card sorting and viewing. 
Suitable for people who have decreased strength in their hands or can
use only one hand. The round shape stabilizes the holder. 
The holder allows 3 configurations.

70410060 Playing cards
86 x 56 mm
3.4 x 2.2 inch

Contains
2 decks

70410070 Playing cards holder
17 / 34 / 50 cm
6.7 / 13.4 / 19.7 inch

Magnifying ruler

The ruler is rounded off in such a way that it can be used 
as a magnifier. The ruler is 20 cm / 7.8 inch long and has 
a handle on the right side (the end of the ruler). The ruler 
measures both centimeters and inches.

70410050
83 gr
2.9 oz.

Contains
1 piece
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Hot pack round

The Hot pack is a cushion that provides relaxation and 
relief for joints and muscles. Pressing the metal disk 
inside the Hot pack generates heat within seconds. 
The Hot pack can be used again and again. After the 
Hot pack has been cooled, it can easily be reactivated 
by placing it in a pan of water at 100 °C for one minute.

70410280
10 cm
3.9 inch

Contains
2 pieces

70410080
36 / 38 / 42 mm
1.4 / 1.5 / 1.6 inch

Contains
24 pieces

70410320
19,5 cm
7.7 inch

27 gr
1 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Easy-needle

Needles with normal eyes have a major drawback: 
inserting the thread through the eye requires precision and 
can sometimes take a long time. The Easy-needle solves 
this problem. When the thread is laid on top of the needle 
and this is slowly pulled down, the thread is automatically 
inserted through the opening.

Automatic scissors

The scissors are extremely lightweight and easy to use. 
They can be used by squeezing the thumb and fingers, or 
alternatively, the fingers and the palm of the hand. When 
the pressure on the scissors is released (after cutting), 
they will automatically open again. The scissors have 
stainless steel blades.

Opens automatically
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Garden tools

The extended garden tools are suitable for wheelchair users and people who have difficulty bending 
over, but who still want to do gardening. The ergonomic tools with easy grip handles reduces the 
strength that one must exercise when holding the tool. If one also has reduced hand or wrist function, 
it is recommended to make use of the arm support. All metal parts are made of stainless steel and 
the handle is made of soft PVC.

70410110
23 cm
9.1 inch

Contains
1 piece

70410140
85,5 cm
33.7 inch

Contains
1 piece

70410160
23 cm
9.1 inch

Contains
1 piece

70410100
28,5 cm
11.2 inch

Contains
1 piece

70410130
82 cm
32.3 inch

Contains
1 piece

70410150
87 cm
34.2 inch

Contains
1 piece

70410090
30 cm
11.8 inch

Contains
1 piece

70410120
80 cm
31.5 inch

Contains
1 piece

70410160 Arm support

70410090 Garden trowel ergonomic small

70410100 Garden fork ergonomic small

70410110 Cultivator ergonomic small

70410120 Garden hoe ergonomic large 

70410130 Cultivator ergonomic large

70410140 Garden fork ergonomic large

70410150 Garden trowel ergonomic large

suitable for: 70410090 / 70410100 / 70410110 / 70410120 / 70410130 / 70410140 / 70410150
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Handle D-grip

This D-grip handle makes long tools easier and safer to use. 
Provides an ergonomic grip that improves leverage and power with 
less back bending and wrist strain. The handles reduce back pain, 
fatique and other stress injuries caused by repititive movements. 
Can be easily attached to home and garden tools such as shovels, 
rakes, brooms and vacuum cleaners. The D-grip handle mounts 
mid-way on the shaft and gives lifting leverage to the forward hand.

70410170
19 - 44 mm
0.8 -  1.7 inch

159 gr
5.6 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Garden seat

The lightweight portable garden seat has 
a dual function; it can be used as a seat for 
garden work and provides a soft surface 
for your knees. The garden seat has 
handles to help the user to stand or kneel.

70410190
27,3 x 55,2 x 41,3 cm
10.8 x 21.8 x 16.3 inch

136 kg
300 lbs

2,9 kg
6.5 lbs

Contains
1 piece
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Handle T-grip

This T-grip handle makes long tools easier and safer to use. Provied 
an ergonomic grip that improves leverage and power with less back 
bending and wrist strain. The handles reduce back pain, fatique and 
other stress injuries caused by repititive movements. Can be easily 
attached to home and garden tools such as shovels, rakes, brooms 
and vacuum cleaners. The T-grip handle mounts at right angles to 
the shaft and gives pushing and pulling control to the back hand.

70410180
19 - 44 mm
0.8 -  1.7 inch

159 gr
5.6 oz.

Contains
2 pieces

Garden seat with wheels

The lightweight portable garden seat has three functions; it can be used as a seat for garden work, it 
provides storage for your garden tools and because of the wheels you don’t need to get up when you 
want to move around. 

70410200
58,4 x 33 x 31,8 cm
23 x 13 x 12.5 inch

113,6 kg
250 lbs

4,1 kg
9 lbs

Contains
1 piece
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Walking cane foldable

This foldable walking cane is easy to fold up and store, and 
features an easy push button for height adjustments. It also 
comes with a wooden handle and a storage bag. The walking cane 
is extremely comfortable to use and very compact when not in use.

Walking cane rubber tip

Our rubber tip is suitable for all walking 
canes with a diameter of 19 mm / 0,8 inch. 
The cap provides maximum surface contact 
and also functions as a shock absorber.

70510110
19 mm
0.8 inch

Contains
1 pieceMobility

70510020 bronze 70510030 black
81 - 91 cm
31.9 - 35.8 inch

115 kg
253.5 lbs

316 gr
11.1 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Storage bag and wristband included

Normal grip

Extra grip
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NEW

Walking cane wrist strap

The elastic wrist strap can be attached to 
a walking cane and is suitable to have the 
hands free, for example at the counter. 

70510120
4 gr
0.1 oz.

Walking cane

Vitility offers a brand new walking cane with an newly designed handle. 
This new handle is completely non slip and gives you  a more ergonomic 
position of the hand and a firm grip. The cane is height adjustable and 
can therefore be used comfortable by everyone. 

Walking cane

This walking cane offers maximum comfort while walking. The soft 
upper side of the handle is very pleasant, letting you rest your hand in 
a very comfortable manner. It also helps to compensate shocks. The 
cane is height adjustable, and can therefore be used comfortably by 
everyone.

70510040 blue 70510070 red

70510090 green 70510100 bronze
71 - 95 cm
28 - 37.4 inch

135 kg
297.6 lbs

405 gr
14.3 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Wrist strap included

70510410 dark grey 70510420 black
79 - 106,5 cm
31.1 - 41.9 inch

135 kg
297.6 lbs

425 gr
15 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Wrist strap included
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 No tools required

Walking cane holder

Fixing the walking cane holder to 
your walking cane allows you to 
hang your walking cane from a 
table or counter.

70510150
1,3 - 2,5 cm
0.5 - 0.9 inch

Contains
1 piece

Walking cane mountain pick

The antislip ice pick keeps grip on snow and ice. 
The pick can easily be mounted on a walking 
cane. The pick has a tilting mechanism so it can be 
folded down when necessary.

Walking cane ice pick 

The antislip ice pick keeps grip on snow and ice. 
The pick can easily be mounted on a walking 
cane. The pick has a tilting mechanism so it can be 
folded down when necessary.

 Tools required

70510140
1,6 - 2,5 cm
0.6 - 0.9 inch

Contains 
1 piece

 Tools required

70510130
1,6 - 2,5 cm
0.6 - 0.9 inch

Contains 
1 piece
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Walking cane with seat

The walking cane with seat is a walking cane and seat in one. 
When the walking cane is folded out, you can sit on it. The 
handle should then be in front of the user. It is ideal to use when 
you need to rest. The walking stick is made from lightweight 
aluminium. The handle and seat are made from plastic.

Walking cane Quadro  

The walking cane has four small feet that ensure 
a wide surface area, providing increased stability. 
The ergonomic handle fits comfortably in the 
hand and helps to absorb shocks. The height of 
the walking stick can be adjusted.

80510180 Walking cane Quadro small
76 - 99 cm
30 - 39 inch

15 x 20 cm
5.9 x 7.8 inch

115 kg
253.3 lbs

945 gr
33.3 oz.

Contains
1 piece

80510190 Walking cane Quadro large
76 - 99 cm
30 - 39 inch

18 x 27 cm
7.1 x 10.6 inch

115 kg
253.3 lbs

1,2 kg
2.6 lbs

Contains
1 piece

70510270
Walking cane: 
86 cm / 33.9 inch

Seat: 
53 cm / 20.9 inch

Contains
1 piece

115 kg
253.5 lbs.

720 gr
25.4 oz.
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Walker basic

The compact rollator for indoor and outdoor use is 
very lightweight and easy to use. The rollator has 
a removable tray, soft handles for better grip and 
extra comfort, a parking and hand brake, a net for 
storing groceries and the height is adjustable.

Walker

The compact rollator is light in weight and easy to 
use. The rollator has a soft padded seat and back, 
ergonomically shaped handles for better grip and 
extra comfort and a park- and handbrake. It also 
has a bag under the seat to store your things safely 
which can be removed. The rollator has special 
wheels for better grip and don’t leave marks.

70510290 Walker basic
62 cm
24.4 inch

Seat:
56 cm / 22 inch

136 kg
300 lbs

7,3 kg
16.1 lbs

Contains
1 piece

70510500 Walker

Handles: 82,3 - 98,5 cm
Handles: 32.4 - 38.8 inch

Seat: 53,5 - 61 cm
Seat: 21.1 - 24 inch

136 kg
300 lbs

7,1 kg
15.7 lbs

Contains
1 piece

Actual product may differ from photography
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Umbrella / sunshade

The umbrella/sunshade protects wheelchair users against the rain and sun. 
A reinforced frame allowing it to better withstand gusts of wind and a UV coating on the 
inside to protect the skin against UV radiation from the sun. The bottom and top are flexible 
so the umbrella/sunshade can be bent to the desired angle. By pushing the button on the 
bottom of the shaft, the umbrella/sunshade can also be moved from right to left, so the 
wheelchair user can always sit in the shade without needing to move the wheelchair.

70510340
70 cm
27.6 inch

Clip: 2,5 cm
Clip: 1 inch

Umbrella: 72 cm
Umbrella: 28.4 inch

Contains
1 piece

Grocery net bag

The grocery net bag can easily be placed on rollators, 
wheelchairs and pushchairs.

Cup holder

The cup holder can be fixed to a wheelchair or walker. 
The holder can be fixed by turning the wing knob.

70510280
52 x 40 x 2 cm
20.5 x 15.7 x 0.8 inch

Contains
1 piece

70510400
6 - 8,5 cm
2.4 - 3.3 inch

Contains
1 piece

 No tools required

 No tools required
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Walking cane holder for walker

The walking cane holder is easy to attach to a rollator. 
The holder allows the walking stick to be attached 
securely to the rollator.

70510320
9 x 5 cm
3.5 x 2 inch

115 gr
4 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Walking frame

The lightweight aluminium walker offers support and stability while walking. The preformed foam 
handles provides a very comfortable grip. You can fold up the walker very easily. Therefore the walker 
is also easy to take along.

70510310
77,5 - 95 cm
30.5 - 37.4 inch

54 x 42 cm
21.3 x 16.5 inch

136 kg
299.8 lbs

3 kg
6.6 lbs

Contains
1 piece

 Tools required / screws included
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80510160
50 x 40 x 5 cm
19.7 x 15.7 x 2 inch

115 kg
253.5 lbs

800 gr
28.2 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Cushion U-shape  

The U-shape cushion is ideal, making sitting after an 
operation, after childbirth or with a painful tail bone 
comfortable. The cushion is made of comfortable  
material and therefore guarantees excellent relief  
if you suffer from a painful bottom. 

    

Mobility handrail

The mobility handrail is multifunctional and lightweight. You can use 
it as a walking frame, but it can also be used as extra support when 
getting up from a chair, out of bed or getting off the toilet. You can 
even use it when getting in and out of the bath. Wherever you go, the 
mobile support  will give you more confidence. You can simply fold 
the mobile support for easy storage.

70510380
76 - 88 cm
29.9 - 34.6 inch

48,4 x 34,3 cm
19 x 13.3 inch 

130 kg
286 lbs

Contains
1 piece

Elbow crutches black

The elbow crutches are made of aluminum. The elbow crutches are 
adjustable in length thus enabling the handles to be set at the desired 
length from 108 cm to 135,5 cm / 42.5 to 53.3 inch. Besides this, the arm 
cuffs are adjustable so these can be set to the length of the forearm. The 
anatomical handles have a comfortable grip and provide extra support.

70510440
108 - 135,5 cm
42.5 - 53.3 inch

135 kg
297.6 lbs

Contains
2 pieces
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Back cushion  

The back cushion supports the lower back to reduce 
back pain. The cushion is ideal for usage in the car, at the 
office or at home. It is made of moulded foam and  
the elastic band keeps the cushion in place.

80510120
36 x 33 x 13 cm
14.7 x 13 x 5.1 inch

460 gr
16.2 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Washing machine proof

    

70510080
44 cm
17.3 inch

113 kg
250 lbs

330 gr
11.6 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Seated use     Flexible material

Turn table  

A turn table makes it easier to transfer someone from a wheelchair 
or bed. The turn table also reduces strain on the carertaker’s back 
when transferring a patient. A turning table ensures a good sitting 
position and makes getting in and out of the car easier, for 
example. As the turn table turns when you get in or out, it 
ensures that the back stays straight. The turn table can reduce 
hip and back pain, it turns 360˚ easily and smoothly.

80510070
40 cm
15.8 inch

125 kg
275.6 lbs

1 kg
2.2 lbs

Contains
1 piece

Turn cushion

The turn cushion gives a good sitting posture and simplifies 
getting in and out of the car, bed and wheelchair, for example. 
Because the turn cushion swivels when one gets in and out, it 
makes sure that the back remains straight. The turn cushion 
can ease hip and backache. It rotates 360° smoothly and easily.
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70510350
48 x 38 x 8 cm
18.9 x 14.9 x 3.1 inch

113 kg
249 lbs

740 gr
26.1 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Ring pillow

The ring pillow relieves seat pain, after for example heavy 
childbirth or when you have anal pain, like hemorrhoids or a 
painful tail bone. The pillow is made of foam and is open in  
the middle. The centre of the pillow provides pressure relief. 

    

Lifting aids  

The lifting aid is a seat placed on the chair, which helps you 
to stand up through an additional push. The aid can also be 
used in a wheelchair. The lifting mechanism is adjustable 
to six weight settings. Choose the setting that fits best for 
optimal use of this function. The seat ‘lifts’ a maximum of 
80% of the user’s weight. The seat has a comfortable foam 
cushion with a polyester and cotton cover.

Lifting aid Power  

The Lifting aid Power is a sear with an electronically 
operated lifting mechanism that helps you with sitting 
down and standing up. When you sit, it slowly guides you 
down and when you stand it supports you until you can 
stand up straight again. The remote control can be used 
to determine the seat height and provide even more 
support when standing up.

80510100 80510110
43 - 100 kg
94.8 - 220.4 lbs

1 kg
2.2 lbs

90 - 155 kg
198.5 - 341.7 lbs

1 kg
2.2 lbs

Contains
1 piece

80510130
136 kg
299.8 lbs

7 kg
15.4 lbs

Contains
1 piece
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70510360
25 cm
9.3 inch

56 gr
2 oz.

Contains
2 pieces

70510370
20 - 40 cm
7.9 - 15.8 inch

88 gr
3.1 oz.

Contains
1 piece

70510390
37 x 4,5 x 2,5 cm
14.6 x 1.8 x 0.1 inch

71 gr
2.5 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Seat belt grip

The holder extends the grip of the seat belt. You no longer have 
to reach your arm a long way to grab the seat belt, which reduces 
the back and shoulder movement required.

Car caddie

This aid for getting out of the car can be attached to all kinds of car 
door frames and offers support when getting in and out of the car. Roll 
down the car window and attach the aid to the front of the frame. The 
adjustable belt is made from good quality nylon, so it is suitable for long-
term use. The belt can be adjusted to the desired grip height. The belt has 
a comfortable handle which fits easily in the hand.

Head rest bar

The head rest bar provides support when getting out of 
the car. The head rest bar can easily be attached to any 
head rest that can be removed.
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70510010 Large
76 cm
30 inch

180 gr
6.4 oz.

Contains
1 piece

70510230 Small
61 cm
24 inch

123 gr
4.3 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Reacher with hook and magnet

With the reacher it is possible to pick up items 
which are situated too high or too low, for example 
in a closet or on the floor, without having to bend 
or stretch. By squeezing the handle lightly, the 
reacher closes around the object. The reacher is 
suitable for holding small and lightweight items, 
such as remote controls and magazines. Because 
of the magnet you can also pick up keys easily.
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70510240 Large
84 cm
33.1 inch

135 gr
4.8 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Reacher

With the reacher it is possible to pick up items 
which are situated too high or too low, for example 
in a closet or on the floor, without having to bend or 
stretch. By squeezing the handle lightly, the reacher 
closes around the object. The reacher is suitable 
for holding small and lightweight items, such as 
remote controls, magazines and keys, etc.

70510160 Small
65 cm
25.6 inch

109 gr
3.8 oz.

Contains
1 piece
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Bandage wrap tennis elbow

This neoprene wrap Tennis Elbow is designed to help 
relieve pain with tennis elbow around the elbow and the 
forearm. This bandage is made of a high quality synthetic 
fabric; neoprene, which provides a constant uniform 
compression, support and warmth. The bandage is suitable 
for both sporting and daily use and has a universal size. 

70610260
31 cm
12.5 inch

Contains
1 piece

Health & Fitness

One size

70610010 Bandage wrap wrist 70610030 Bandage wrap knee
25 x 7 cm
9.8 x 2.8 inch

13 gr
0.4 oz.

Contains
1 piece

100 x 7 cm
39.4 x 2.8 inch

36 gr
1.3 oz.

Contains
1 piece

70610020 Bandage wrap ankle 70610040 Bandage wrap elbow
80 x 7 cm
31.5 x 2.8 inch

33 gr
1.2 oz.

Contains
1 piece

90 x 7 cm
35.4 x 2.8 inch

36 gr
1.3 oz.

Contains
1 piece

One size One sizeHand wash Hand wash

Bandage wraps

The bandages are made of a high quality elastic 
material and provide substantial support. 
The bandages can be used whilst exercising as 
well as for daily use.
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Arm sling wrist

The arm sling wrist provides effective support to the arm 
for recuperation. The full weight of the arm is carried 
in the arm sling wrist. The strap goes over the head and 
across the back, shoulder and underarm. This arm sling 
has one universal size and is adjustable in length. 

Elbow - heel protector   

The elbow and heel protector relieves pressure 
on the sensitive areas of the elbow and the 
heel. It helps preventing formation of pressure 
ulcers. The protector can be put over the elbow 
and heel and can be secured with a Velcro 
closure, which is attached to the upper side. 
This way you can attach the protector in the 
size you want. It is filled with fire retardant 
polyester.

70610280
37 - 42 cm
14.6 - 16.5 inch

28 gr
1 oz.

Contains 
1 piece

80610010
14 x 10 x 3 cm
5.5 x 3.9 x 1.2 inch

410 gr
14.5 oz.

Contains 
1 piece

Hand wash

One size
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Arm sling

The arm sling provides effective support to the arm for 
recuperation. The full weight of the arm is carried in the 
arm sling. The strap goes over the head and across the 
back, shoulder and underarm. This arm sling has one 
universal size and is adjustable in length. 

70610270
42 x 22 cm
16.5 x 8.6 inch

104 gr
3.7 oz.

Contains 
1 piece

Hand wash

Cervical collar 

The cervical provides firm, yet 
comfortable support of the neck,  
thus easing the pain. The cervical  
can be put on and of easily with  
the Velcro strap.

80610080 
extra small
36 cm 
14.2 inch

80610090 
small
41 cm 
16.1 inch

80610100
medium
46 cm 
18.1 inch

80610110 
large 
51 cm 
20 inch

80610120 
extra large
56 cm 
22 inch

10,5 cm
4.1 inch

60 gr
2.1 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Not washing machine proof

10,5 cm
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70610100 70610110 70610120 70610130 70610140
6 cm
2.4 inch

7 cm
2.8 inch

8 cm
3.1 inch

9 cm
3.5 inch

10 cm
3.9 inch

Contains 
1 piece

Massage balls 

The flexible plastic ball is suitable for finger exercises and 
grip enhancements. It stimulates the sense of touch in
the hands and improves the flexibility and strength 
in the fingers. The ball is covered with soft rounded 
spines, which make sure that the nerves in the hand 
are stimulated and the muscles get stimulated.

Hand therapy putty  

The putty is suitable for training the strength in the fingers, hands and wrists. It can also be used 
for rehabilitation exercises and for the improvement of the grip of weakened fingers and hands. The 
putty is available in various colors. Each color has a different resistance.

80610030 
pink 
extra extra soft

80610040 
yellow
extra soft

80610050 
red 
soft

80610060 
green 
normal

80610070 
blue
firm

5,5 x 3,2 x 2,1 cm
2.1 x 1.2 x 0.8 inch

57 gr
2 oz.

Contains
1 piece
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70610160
extra small

70610170
small

70610180
medium

70610190
large

5 cm
2 inch

5,5 cm
2.2 inch

6 cm
2.4 inch

6,8 cm
2.7 inch

Contains 
1 piece

70610200 pink - soft 70610210 blue - medium 70610220 green - firm
9,5 x 7 x 3,5 cm
3.7 x 2.8 x1.4 inch

135 gr
4.6 oz.

Contains 
1 piece

Massage ring

The flexible and resilient massage ring with soft spines 
delivers improved grip and stimulation of the sense of 
touch. The spines ensure stimulation of the nerves 
and muscles in the hand.

70610150
7 cm
2.8 inch

40 gr
1.4 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Jelly grips 

The hand therapy products and materials are suitable 
for training strength in fingers, hands and wrists. You 
could also use them for rehabilitation exercises and for 
improving gripm of attenuated fingers and hands. The 
products are available in different colors. Each color
has a different resistance.

Powerballs 

The hand therapy products and materials are suitable 
for training strength in fingers, hands and wrists. You 
could also use them for rehabilitation exercises and 
for improving grip of attenuated fingers and hands. 
The products are available in different colors. 
Each color has a different resistance.
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70610310
7,6 x 6,6 cm
3 x 2.6 inch

19 x 16 cm
7.5 x 6.3 inch

Contains
50 small bags + 4 large bags

Pill pouches

Handy pill pouches to organise your pills. The set 
contains 4 large pouches (morning, afternoon, 
evening and night) and 50 small pouches. The small 
pouches can be filled with your daily supply and easily 
carried in the large pouch. The pouches are reusable 
and easy to write on, to note the correct time of day. 

50x 4x

Pedal exerciser 

The pedal exerciser improves muscle strength, 
condition, blood circulation and coordination of 
the lower part of the body. Only to be used in a 
sitting position, for example, while watching TV 
or sitting in the garden. The pedal exerciser has 
a black steel frame.

70610340
40 x 41 x 24 cm
15.7 x 16.1 x 9.4 inch

2,3 kg
5.1 lbs

Contains
1 piece

10 poly bags included

70610320 small 70610330 large
8 x 18 cm
3.1 x 7.1 inch

24 gr
0.8 oz.

23 x 17 cm
9 x 6.7 inch

55 gr
1.9 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Medical cooling bags

The cooling bag keeps medicine cool. It consists of a cooling 
bag and protecting bag. Soak the cooling bag in cold water 
for 45-60 minutes. The special gel is evenly distributed 
and absorbs the water. The bag can then be placed in the 
corresponding protection case. It will remain at room 
temperature (15 °C - 25 °C,) for four days.

Small

Large
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Pill crusher

By putting the pills in the pill crusher and twisting the top 
clockwise, the pills will be crushed into powder. Additional 
pills can be stored in the lid. The pill crusher is easy to clean 
and conveniently portable. Ask your doctor if your pills may 
be crushed.

70610070
4,5 cm
1.8 inch

5,5 cm
2.2 inch

72 gr
2.5 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Pill splitter

The pill splitter helps to divide a pill into several parts. 
A blade in the holder allows almost any pill or tablet to be 
divided in two. The pills can be stored conveniently in the 
front tray. Ask your doctor if your pills may be split.

70610050
8,3 x 3,4 x 2,5 cm
3.3 x 1.3 x 1 inch

23 gr
0.8 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Pill pusher

The pill pusher is a convenient and easy way to remove pills 
from blister packs with only one hand. Simply place the pack 
with the required pill over the hole and push down the lid. The 
pill will be punched out and falls into the container. Then, slide 
the lid open to retrieve the pill.

70610060
5,5 x 3,2 x 2,1 cm
2.2 x 1.3 x 0.8 inch

14 gr
0.5 oz.

Contains
1 piece

Large
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70610250
18 x 4,5 x 3 cm
7.1 x 1.8 x 1.2 inch

Contains
1 piece

Pill box week

The case contains seven numbered compartments that can 
be slided in and out of each other, which makes it possible 
to take just one or a few compartments with you. The seven 
compartments make it possible to divide the medication per 
day of the week.

Pill box

This pill box can hold medication for one day. The pill box 
has four separate compartments, divided into morning, 
afternoon, evening and bedtime. In this way the medication 
can be kept separate and is conveniently arranged per 
different part of the day.

70610080
6 x 6 x 1,5 cm
2.4 x 2.4 x 0.6 inch

11 gr
0.4 oz.

Contains
1 piece

English language

English language

70610350
15,6 x 11,5 x 2,6 cm
6.5 x 4.5 x 1 inch

Contains
1 piece

Pill organiser week

Medication can be kept in the pill box, divided over the seven 
days of the week. In addition, a distinction can be made 
between morning, afternoon, evening and night. In this way 
the tablets can be kept conveniently and separately.
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70610360
5,2 x 4,5 x 7,6 cm
2 x 1.8 x 3 inch

Contains
1 piece

5-in-1 pill box

This handy device has 5 functions that help 
you with your pill medication and processing. 
Although it has a compact design, we 
managed to integrate a pill splitter, a pill 
pusher, a pill crusher, a water cup and a 
small pill box.

FREE APP!

“P
ILL BUDDY”

90610050 black   90610060 white
9,8 x 6 x 1,6 cm
3.8 x 2.3 x 0.6 inch

Contains
1 piece

Smart pill box small   

The smart pill box has 6 compartments, in which 
your medicines can easily be stored. Used in 
combination with the Pill Buddy application 
(available for Android and iOS), it ensures that 
pill intake and the tracking of your inventory can 
no longer be forgotten.

3 stickers included
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